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“
The seventh chapter is best described as taxonomy of cloud applications. The 
chapter provides numerous examples of services provided through cloud 
paradigm. In the last few sections, the chapter describes the emergence of 
analytics services over cloud. The eighth chapter is relatively smaller. It talks about 
the emerging standards for cloud technologies including Virtualization 
Management (VMAN) standard. The chapter concludes by listing best practices for 
governance issues in a cloud setting. Ninth chapter looks at enabling technologies 
such as grid computing and mobile computing. These technologies not only have 
enabled the use of cloud computing but also have ensured that cloud remains a 
long term phenomenon instead of another technological buzzword. Most of these 
technologies enable use of several computing devices over a network. The tenth 
chapter would be of particular interest to technology entrepreneurs and students 
because this chapter elaborates different options for IT organizations and 
individuals to profit from cloud computing. The chapter also lists the industries 
that are likely to either continue to or emerge as major clients of cloud computing. 
To summarize, the book to a large extent meets its claim of answering the what, 
how and why of cloud computing. It would be particularly useful as an 
introductory reading on cloud computing. On a downside, the book lacks detailed 
case studies. Such cases are often useful in providing the managerial perspective of 
a new technology. The chapter on business model does provide the profit formula 
for cloud computing but is silent on key resources and processes that are required 
to run a cloud computing business. Finally, in the tenth chapter, the book could 
have also provided the historical accounts of successful cloud platforms. This 
would have been useful for technology entrepreneurs. 
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by Neha Suri  "Because the players in an information based organization are specialist, 
they cannot be told how to do their work. There are probably few orchestra 
conductors who could coax even one note out of a French horn, let alone show a 
horn player how to do it. But the conductor can focus the horn player's skill and 
knowledge on the musicians' joint performance. And the focus is what the leaders 
of information based business must be able to achieve." (Peter F Drucker; The 
coming of a new organization, 1988) 

These lines, from Peter Drucker's seminal article ‘The coming of a new 
organization’, draw an analogy between orchestra and an information based 
organization there by underscoring the need for radically different managerial 
outlook towards the new breed of workers variously termed as specialists, 
professionals or Knowledge workers. All jobs involve knowledge to some degree, 
but knowledge workers are those whose jobs are particularly knowledge oriented. 
The primary purpose of such a person's job is creation, distribution and 
application of knowledge. 

A knowledge worker is an elusive creature whose "management" puts all 
the conventional management theory to test. The very nature of knowledge work 
contradicts established principles of management. A knowledge worker adds 
value through the exercise of grey matter that he owns and is available to the 
organization only to the extent the owner of this capital willingly contributes. All 
thumb rules, techniques, HR principles etc. seem to fade as organizations evolve 
and bank more and more on these knowledge workers for competitive edge. The 
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